[The management of dysphagia -- part 2: therapy].
In the first part of the article we described diagnostic methods aiming to resolve the individual underlying pathomechanism of chronic swallowing disorders (dysphagia). From these, we deducted different therapeutic measures that can be applied either alone or in combination. Weakening of the upper esophageal sphincter with botulinum toxin is reserved for patients with structural stenosis or a relative hyperfunction of the sphincter. It can be tried to use the "Passy-Muir Valve" for tracheostomized patients that aspirate. Most cases benefit from a therapy that consists of specific exercises. "Restitution" relies on exercises to practice new movement patterns as well as improvement of muscle strength. "Compensation" is based on exercises to counteract structural and/or functional deficits. Through "adaptation" residual, therapy resistant disease can be alleviated through dietary planning of consistency, temperature, and nutrient content of food. In many cases it is necessary to combine "restitution", "compensation", and "adaptation".